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Cities support public art to attract
tourists, increase property value, and

create brand identity. This support shapes
the urban landscape, influencing the art we
see—but often veers toward what Cher
Knight calls an “aesthetics of the bland”
(2008). Even more importantly, however, is
the fact that public art affects the way peo-
ple are energized. Official art, while fre-
quently dismissed as sanitized and bland,
can have the unintended consequence of
inspiring creative and provocative “counter”
art.1 In these photographs, we explore this
creative dynamic in Savannah, Georgia,
where an official monument commemorat-
ing the transcendence of the slave experi-
ence inspired, among other works, a contro-
versial “counter” memorial. 

Public Art

Savannah is located between a major inter-
state highway and a large port. It is a place
where commodities, capital, and tourists
flow against a permanent population starkly
divided along the lines of class. A racial and
ethnic history is inscribed on the city in
myriad ways: the area was occupied by na-

tive peoples prior to Oglethorpe’s arrival in
1733, and then, because it was well-suited
for rice cultivation, and despite an early
ban, west African slaves helped develop the
city. By 1750, what was an already open
slave trade was legalized. The arrival of
ships like the Liverpool sloop Maryborow
from Senegal in 1766 with 78 slaves con-
signed to Broughton & Smith became com-
monplace (Bell 2010). By 1790, 77 percent
of the population was black; today it’s 55
percent. Structural racism persists: median
income for black families is $25,000, while
for whites, it is $46,000. In the landscape,
streets and monuments—including Brough -
ton Street, the primary commercial strip—
are still named for buyers of men. 

Meanwhile, city policy powers eco-
nomic, demographic, and aesthetic shifts,
with monument regulations aimed at sani-
tizing the city’s appearance. The cityscape is
thus manicured to underscore an odd blend
of Civil and Revolutionary War heroism, but
rarely is race, much less slavery, ever men-
tioned. Public art like “The Black Family” is
an unusual outcome of city procedures. 

Moment 1: “The Black Family”

“The Black Family” monument was erected
in 2002 as a complement to a city resolu-
tion acknowledging complicity in enslaving
and discriminating against African Ameri-
cans and calling for “healing and reconcili-
ation.” (See Johnson, Otis, et al. 2007.) The
statue is “official art,” city sanctioned and
funded, and located on public land. An in-
scription at the base of the statue by the
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renowned African American poet, Maya An-
gelou, however, sparked immediate contro-
versy. It reads: 

We were stolen, sold and bought together

from the African continent. We got on the

slave ships together. We lay back to belly

in the holds of the slave ships in each oth-

ers excrement and urine together, some-

times died together, and our lifeless bodies

thrown overboard together. Today, we are

standing up together, with faith and even

some joy.

Some critics felt that including the word
excrement was “hurtful” or “divisive.” There
was even a small protest when the statue
was dedicated. Angelou’s description was
“a little far out,” said David Jones, a black
city councilman. “I myself wouldn’t want to
be reminded of that every time I look at it.
History . . . can hurt.” Floyd Adams, Savan-
nah’s first black mayor, likened the words to
Georgia’s former state flag with its Confed-
erate symbol. “I don’t want to polarize this
community,” he said. “I think those words
are more divisive than anything.” But Clifton
Jones Jr., another black councilman, de-
fended the passage as an unflinching por-
trayal of the horrors of slavery. “They were
bound and chained in the bottom of the
ships. And if they had to have a bowel
movement, or whatever, they had to do it

right there,” Jones said. “It may be deroga-
tory, but it’s the truth” (LA Times 2001). The
statue provoked more robust responses from
those excluded from the decision-making
process. One example is the Black Holo-
caust Memorial.

Moment 2: 
Black Holocaust Memorial

The Black Holocaust Memorial, located on
open, but private, property, was made of
 papier-mâché by James Kimball. Yussuf
Shabazz’s The New Black Panther Party
sponsored this alternative piece, annoyed
that a white artist was chosen to create a
black history monument without any public
discussion. Shabazz commented, “The
monument was put up as a reaction be-
cause it didn’t represent history or the pres-
ent, and that was because the city council
didn’t want any controversy. It’s not that
“The Black Family” statue is wrong, but it
does not tell the whole story. We wanted to
show that slavery was just a part of a bigger
problem, a ‘holocaust’—and slavery was
just one of the things that happened. We
feel like the term ‘holocaust,’ even though it
gets people upset, is more accurate.” 

He continued: “We got a lot of flak” from
whites and blacks and the monument was
desecrated. “You know,” he said, “people
get angry when you speak the truth. They
don’t want to hear it. But sometimes hearing
what you don’t want to hear is what leads to
healing. And that’s what this community
needs.”

Most important for activating an audi-
ence here is the presence of Mr. Kimball
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himself. Since it is on Kimball’s lot, he en-
gages visitors (seldom are tourists corralled
in the historic district where “The Black
Family” is sited). He explained that the
problem as he sees it is not about race, but
class. “In this country, when you are poor,
you are an outcast.” That’s why the Panther
mission is to provide guidance to youth who
“don’t see a future. The jobs they used to
have, at McDonald’s or whatever—now
their parents are doing those jobs—so what
are they going to do? They get into mis-
chief.” He delivered a trenchant critique of
media complicity in the reproduction of the
status quo: “FOX news today showed the
Occupy Wall Street protests, and it was like
they didn’t understand what it was all
about—they understand! They know why
those people are there.”

Media coverage of the memorial brought
new attention to Shabazz’s New Black Pan-
ther Party. Unlike the comparatively bland
“Family” monument, his evocation of the
word “holocaust” provoked fresh conversa-
tions about the legacy of race in Savannah.
But besides being a “hot spot” for local talk
and media attention, the work inspired yet
another iteration of artistic responses.

Moment 3: J Kimball

The Holocaust Memorial was featured in
the encaustic “J Kimball” by Christine
Sajecki as part of her “Covers” series. (For a
discussion of the collaborative aspects of
this work, see Walsh, William 2010.) Sa -
jecki intended to “generate public conversa-
tion around the topic of race and racial his-
tory [that is] generally not addressed [in] a

particularly direct way.” The work reflects
her experience leaving and returning, see-
ing Savannah with new eyes: “When I came
back, the city did get richer, but it did not
look like it did for blacks, and racially it was
no better, the people who get ignored were
still being ignored, so I started doing work
about my neighborhood—and my studio is
just down the lane from the Memorial.”

Her work recalls books: “When we read,
we inhabit the characters for a while, we
see a different world, but our work is poetic
and literary. … I’m not attached to meaning,
even my own. I want people to come away
with their own interpretation, depending on
what they bring to it.” At a studio visit,
Christine said the piece had garnered a lot
of attention and is featured in another show
called “Two sides (at least) to every story.”

The Power of Public Art?

”The Black Family,” officially sanctioned
“public art,” represents not a collective un-
derstanding, but rather the vision of one
woman with political savvy and experience
in civil-rights activism. A city employee
privy to the process exclaimed: “Who was
going to tell Abigail Jordan NO? Nobody!” 

Jordan had petitioned the City Council
for the monument. Her desire to positively
contribute to the community becomes
salient when you learn that she is a slave’s
granddaughter who encountered violent
racism at a young age. Her proposal pointed
out that only one city monument celebrates
a non-white: Oglethorpe’s native-American
guide, Tomochichi (and all he got was a big
rock with a plaque on it!)2 Even with a black
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majority in the city and council, none dealt
with black history or contributions, and cer-
tainly not slavery. 

But, in most ways, the statue exemplifies
Knights’ “aesthetics of the bland.” Unlikely
to offend, the most probable peril of such
art is that of boring its audience. Indeed,
most pass the mild-mannered figures—on
the edge of the tourist district—without ado.
But public art can be controversial, even
confrontational, while serving the commu-
nity, since risk-taking presents an opportu-
nity for sustained social engagement (Knight
2008). 

Paquet (2011) notes that governments
promote public art as a tourist experience to
be consumed: it should be charming, agree-
able and provide a good photo op. But “The
Black Family,” agreeable as it is, has gener-
ated counter-responses, some of which are
far more potent than the statue itself. In this

sense, it unintentionally works as a catalyst
for civic debate. 

So even as “The Black Family” fails to ad-
dress or interest most residents who avoid
the tourist district, it has stimulated reflec-
tion. It calls for art that speaks for a minority,
that reminds, and even insists, that other
voices, expressing other versions of black
presence, must be heard. Perhaps the po-
tential for civic dissatisfaction to rise against
sanctioned art, and to inspire unsanctioned
responses that call forth different audiences,
is the best reason to support it. 

Notes

1. This photo essay draws on Warner’s work
on publics and counterpublics, which itself is a
development of Habermas’s notion of the public.
See M. Warner (2002) and J. Habermas (German
1962/English 1989). For discussion of unin-
tended audiences, see Senie 2003. 

2. A burial pyramid for Tomochichi who died
in 1739 was among the first monuments in Sa-
vannah. It was demolished in 1883 to make way
for the W.W. Gordon monument. In 1889 the
Georgia Society of Colonial Dames of America
installed the granite rock and plaque.
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Confederate War Monument in Forsyth Park. The bronze soldier faces his enemy, toward the North. According to city
records, many Savannahians criticized the original design unveiled in 1875. It was changed as a result of the
controversy.
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The discursive production of Savannah extends to a tour industry costume; here tourists encircle a guide
donning seersucker in Wright Square.
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Big rock for Tomochichi in Wright Square.
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The Black Family.
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James, an early supporter of The Black Family.
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The Black Family is located behind City Hall.
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Tourists at The Black Family. Some use it as a backdrop for souvenir photographs.
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The Yamacraw Village public art project designed by Jerome Meadows.
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The Black Holocaust Memorial.
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Sajecki’s studio lane.
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Encaustic by Christine Sajecki.
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Long view of Wright Square. Yesterday I walked through; someone had placed a flower wreath with the words “For
Tomochichi” beside the main monument where his original gravesite was located.
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Local “traditional” palm frond artisan sells rose-oiled crosses to Girl Scouts in Wright Square.
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